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Each quarter, Epoch Investment Partners’ Executive Chairman and Co-CIO is joined by our Global Investment Strategist to
discuss themes affecting global capital markets. A full replay of the webinar is available on our website, www.eipny.com.
SLIDE 2
Positioning for a Recovery: Macro Factors
" We understand better how little we understand about inflation” – Jerome Powell, June 2022

1. Inflation determinants
2. Recession: Depth and Duration
3. Valuation factors
4. Global elements
5. No Roaring 2020s ahead

SLIDE 3
Services Inflation: More Pervasive, Persistent and Pernicious

Although much of the focus over the last year has
been on goods inflation, we believe services
inflation is now more critical. Specifically, it is more
pervasive (representing 70% of consumption),
persistent (that is, stickier and more inertial) and
pernicious (that is, more likely to result in a
wage-price spiral, as in the ‘70s). To understand
the future path of services inflation, pay special
attention to job openings, low income wages,
and rents.
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SLIDE 4
Job Openings (11.2 million) vs. Available Workers (5.9 million)

The gap between job openings and available
workers has never been larger. This suggests a very
tight labor market and upward pressure on wages,
especially for workers in healthcare, leisure &
hospitality, and similar sectors. One reason for this
imbalance is that some workers have not rejoined the
labor force, creating a critical supply-side disruption.

SLIDE 5
Wages Lagging Inflation: Declining Real Personal Income

Personal income is now 5% below trend, largely
because overall wage gains are not keeping pace
with inflation. One consequence has been booming
consumer credit, often at quite high interest rates.
This suggests the consumer is more fragile than
consensus realizes, as reflected in an extremely
low savings rate.

SLIDE 6
Inflation Headed to 2%, Eventually
The Fed is expected to hike interest rates to well
over 3%, which will be the highest in 15 years. We
expect interest-rate sensitive parts of the economy
to rollover hard. However, we believe the equity
market will trough once investors think enough
tightening has been priced in to ensure services
inflation returns to target.

All charts use the latest data available as of unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 7
Are We Already in a Recession? A Majority of Americans Believe So

There is much misunderstanding of what constitutes
a recession. The NBER has three key indicators,
employment, consumption and personal income.
Only the latter is currently weak. We believe the
former two will soon roll over and that a “short
and shallow” recession is highly likely over
coming quarters.

SLIDE 8
What Happens in Crypto Stays in Crypto?

Often when the Fed hikes by 300 bps or more,
something systemic breaks. The result is financial
contagion and a seizing up of lending markets.
Crypto is too small and insular to be systemic. Many
pundits also worry about private equity and venture
capital, but so far their narrative remains intact. If
systemic risk is avoided this cycle, then equity
markets could trough in Q4.

SLIDE 9
After the Market Troughs: Typical 6 month SPX Return is 25%-30%

Once equity markets trough, the following six
months is usually quite favorable for investors with
average returns of 25%-30%. This appreciation is
often front-loaded, which gives investors
incentives to jump the gun. There is also
considerable regularity in sector leadership, with
tech, discretionary, banks and industrials typically
outperforming.

All charts use the latest data available as of unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 10
The Sinking JPY: Reason to Avoid Japanese Equities?

Turning to non-US markets, we believe USD/JPY has
peaked and will trend lower over the next quarter or
two. The 10Y US-Japan spread has peaked, the JPY is
the cheapest it has ever been, and the move has
already been extreme. Finally, spec positioning is
short, but usually moves to neutral during recessions.

SLIDE 11
ECB’s First Inflation Test: And Russia Takes the War to Europe

Europe faces three major challenges: high inflation
(similar to the US), possible systemic risk out of
Italy, and reduced natural gas supplies from Russia.
A recession appears probable and we expect choppy
markets ahead.

SLIDE 12
Investment Implications: When to Start Positioning for a Recovery?

All charts use the latest data available as of unless otherwise stated.
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For more insights visit
www.eipny.com

The information contained herein is distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. The information contained
herein is accurate as of the date submitted, but is subject to change. Any performance information referenced represents past performance and is not indicative of future
returns. Any projections, targets, or estimates in this presentation are forward looking statements and are based on Epoch’s research, analysis, and assumptions made by
Epoch. There can be no assurances that such projections, targets, or estimates will occur and the actual results may be materially different. Other events which were not
taken into account in formulating such projections, targets, or estimates may occur and may significantly affect the returns or performance of any accounts and/or funds
managed by Epoch. To the extent this document contains information about specific companies or securities including whether they are profitable or not, they are being
provided as a means of illustrating our investment thesis. Past references to specific companies or securities are not a complete list of securities selected for clients and not
all securities selected for clients in the past year were profitable.
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